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Ql:
A¨ Converting the following numbers from one base to another:

1‐ (11001・ 110)2~           (?)10

2‐  (184.026)10 _            (?)2

3-(110011)2  棒
         (?)8

B‐ Find the result for:

1-(1010110)2~(101010)2

2-(10001)2+ (1()11)2

Q2:

A‐ Choose the correct answer:

1.In ⅣIS Word,Superscript,subscript,outline,emboss,engrave are known as
A) Font styles B) Font effects C) Word art D) Text effects

2.ln a PowerPoint presentation
A) Sound clips can be inserted but not movie clips
B) Movie clips can be inserted but not sound clips
C) Both cannot be inserted
D) Both can be inserted

3. Which of the following helps to reduce spelling error in the document?
A) Auto Format B) Auto Correct C) Smart Tags D) Auto Text

4. You can use the horizontal and vertical scroll bars to
A) View different rows and columns
B) Split a worksheet into two panes

C) Edit the contents of a cell
D) View different worksheets

5. What is the term used when a clip art image changes the direction of faces?
A) Group B) Merge C) Rotate D) Collapse

1-CTRL+P
2-CTRL tt B
3¨ WIN+D
4-Alt+Esc
5-WIN tt F
6¨ Alt+Tab
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Q3: (25 marks)

A-Answer all the following Ouestions: (answer six only)
l- If you need to double underline a word, how will you do that?

2- How can you show or hide the gridlines in Excel Worksheet?

3- How to specify noncontiguous cells in Microsoft Excel?

4- What feature will you use to apply motion effects in between a slide exits and another enters?

5- What you do to fix the first row and column in In Microsoft Excel?

6- There can be many ways to add page number in a document. Give me one of them?
7-What is the use of Notes in slides?

B- Microsoft Excel will displav an error value in some of cases. enumerate thev and write the
reason for Each error tyDe.

Q4:                                          (25″ α″λリ
A‐ Fill in the fo1lowing blanks:(Answer flve oniv)

1-A scrcen clcmcnt of ⅣIS Word thatis usually locatcd bclo、 v thc titlc bar that providcs categorized

options is Bar.

2-The hardware and the operating system together are referred to as

3-Thc , or typeface, defines the appearance and shape ofletters, numbers, and special characters.

4- In MS Excel, the Name box on to the left offormula bar shows

5-The cell reference for cell range of M2 to Ml2 is

6- Presentation designs regulate the formatting and layout for the slide and are commonly called

B- Classifr the following thines accordine to its appropriate tvpe (hardware or software):

1- Computer game

2- Key board

3- MS-Dos

4- Photoshop

5- Mouse

C- What is the meanine of nomenclature (CPU. RAM and NIC), define it briefly?
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